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Other bursts of fire. 

The sound of rumbling was incessant, and the ground occasionally burst into bursts of trembling. 

The stunning beauty took the lead and led the executives to rush towards the place where the incident 

happened. 

In the main hall in the center of the city. 

George Han is like a god of killing, and several enemies fell before he started. Not only that, but this guy 

was full of auras of various colors. Although there was a large group of greedy enemies around him, he 

just fought for so many minutes and nothing. A person can get close to him. 

When this guy kills, it’s like the death of the god of death, but when he doesn’t kill, it’s like a king of 

immovable people. Many people don’t say that they can break their defenses, and even getting close is 

an extravagant hope. 

Therefore, in just a few minutes 

, George Han was unscathed, but the surrounding troops besieging him suffered countless casualties. 

On the other side, the gluttonous glutton of evil also cooperated wildly with Linlong. Although the two 

beasts seemed to be fighting together for the first time, they were actually guarding old friends whom 

the Buddha had not seen for many years. At every turn, he opened his mouth to eat a few, but one was 

an auxiliary attack from the sky, falling from the sky and flying after the attack. 

Under the double-sided attack, the soldiers who besieged it were almost attacked by the enemy on both 

sides. In addition, the evil gluttonous food was extremely fierce, and even when it was eaten, it did not 

even spit out bones. Many soldiers were fighting and retreating. fear. 

Although there are countless supporting soldiers on the third line in the rear, the overall battle situation 

does not show an overwhelming advantage, or unilateral slaughter, the two sides are more evenly 

matched at 

this moment. 

If you have to find a little victory or defeat in the evenly matched situation, then it is amazing that 

George Han is not like someone who has been in an ambush, but more like one person who ambushed 

their tens of thousands of troops. force. 

This does sound a bit ridiculous, but the truth is indeed more like George Han is unilaterally killing. 

Several masters looked at each other, obviously unwilling to let the situation change like this, so they 

decided to join forces to attack after a look, but unexpectedly, the group of people just flew up and then 

immediately retreated. 

They could not attack, but when they were less than two meters behind George Han, they were directly 

repelled by a huge dark force. 

“I’m going, what the *** is this?” 



“He… did he make a move just now?” 

“Impossible, he clearly focused on the front, 

even if we got behind him, he should not have noticed it. He didn’t even turn his head back.” A group of 

people looked at each other, almost unable to believe what they were seeing. 

“But…but he didn’t do anything, and we…” Who could 

be regarded as a master in this place, who hasn’t fought in this place and won battles? 

Even if their psychological quality is not strong, at least they are not too bad after the baptism of war. 

However, at this very moment, they were shocked, even… a little scared. 

Others didn’t even turn back, and it could even be said that they didn’t even defend against them, but 

they ushered in this ending. 

In other words, if others have to deal with them with all their strength, then… 

how can this be fought? ! How to play? 

Both sides seem to be 

completely out of the same order of magnitude! 

Compared with them, some masters are much more indifferent. 

However, even though the face is indifferent, the mentality is not the same. 

As the four masters who had played against George Han, this was the case at this time. 

“This guy…isn’t it?” 

“Is it an illusion? Why do I think this guy’s cultivation has improved a lot since the last time he played 

against us?” 

“He is almost close to the highest level in the state of non-true gods. Don’t you think there should be a 

huge improvement in your cultivation, isn’t this a violation of common sense and logic?” The 

four masters looked at each other with huge question marks all over their heads. 

They really can’t understand,… what is going on here! 

Is it just an illusion?! 

But in the next second, someone quickly told them with a shocking scene that they were not delusions… 
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don’t know if George Han heard their question, if it was just a coincidence, or if George Han was 

completely fed up After this scene of petty fights, Fen Ji suddenly burned his right hand in the backhand. 



After that, George Hanyi flew into the sky, and the yang energy in his left hand-gathered and spread all 

around. 

Turn over, the right hand is aimed at Yang Qi and suddenly bang! 

boom! 

All the yang energy suddenly turned into a high temperature or was completely ignited, and with the 

huge power of Burning Ji, it fell directly from the sky. 

The person below looked up but found that the thing was like the sun falling, and it was falling into the 

sky with fire all over its body. 

“I’m going!” Venerable Bigfoot scolded in shock, obviously shocked to the extreme. 

“What the hell is this?” The Black Mountain Demon Girl was also completely stunned. 

The sea of fire filled the sky, falling from the sky, she didn’t even need to think with her head, she 

already knew what kind of destructive power this huge area of terrifying law was carrying. 

You don’t even dare to say that it is a pervert, but you can only say that it is too invincible! 

“What the hell are we dealing with, is it human beings or ghosts, gods or demons? Damn, he… he is 

really at least one level better than last time.” 

What is the concept of a level? 

If the last time the four of them fought against George Han was considered a small loss, then if they 

faced each other now, they might be tortured to death. 

This is a grade! 

“What the hell are you doing here, run.” Venerable Bigfoot roared angrily. 

As soon as the words fell, no matter whether the other three masters reflected or not, he started 

running under the energy mask anyway. 

When the Monster Girl of Montenegro and the others reported it, Venerable Bigfoot had already run 

out a few dozen meters 

away. The three of them looked at each other, and in the next second, they formed a group and walked 

away in a tacit understanding. 

The four masters have all run away, and the soldiers on the ground are obviously even more panicked. 

But with their abilities, apparently wanting to be alone is almost like a dream. While running on their 

legs and feet, they were surrounded by chaotic crowds. Not only were they unable to evacuate quickly, 

but because of panic, the formation was in chaos. People pushed people, and even stepped on people. 

“What is that?” 

At this time, the other person who came out of the hall, who was about to sit and watch the show, was 

halfway there in a hurry. 



They couldn’t help but be attracted by the bright light in the sky, and looked up one after another. 

That is really the fall of the sun, and the dawn of the entire city is almost completely lit up, and it is like 

noon for a time to prevent Buddha. A 

group “Then who are our people, or…” Futian murmured, so powerful, he first thought of George Han, 

but he had more reasons for guessing, or… he was more something you want to believe. It is the super 

magic energy formed by the forces of one’s own group! He died, and he didn’t want to admit it, and he 

didn’t want it to be from George Han… “Is there too many masters, and George Han…” Ye Shijun 

couldn’t help but swallow his saliva and put the question aside. Zhu Yanshuo. He expects to hear what 

he wants from others so that he doesn’t get caught up in self-doubt. Zhu Yanshuo pondered for a long 

time without speaking. 

Of course he knew his team, and he did send a lot of experts to fight against Han 

George Han. 

But it is because he really understands his own deployment and their strength too much, so he is far 

more clear and understands the truth than others. 

He didn’t answer Ye Shijun’s question, he just sighed, but it was more than a thousand words and ten 

thousand words. 

“This…this is…this is what George Han did?” Ye Shijun staggered, his eyes that had divine eyes suddenly 

lost their color. 

The next second, he smiled bitterly: “If so, are we watching his jokes, or is he watching our jokes?” 

This is a question that hits the depths of everyone’s soul, and it is a question that makes all of them All 

stunned question. 

The next second, the stunning beauty smiled: “This question is about to ask George Han.” As she 

finished 

speaking, she looked cold and hurried over there… 

 


